THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION • HOUSTON

2016 HUMANITIES TEXAS TEACHER PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

8:30–8:45 a.m. Opening remarks
Michael L. Gillette
Humanities Texas

8:45–9:30 a.m. The Colonies’ Growing Separation from Britain
Bill Meier
Texas Christian University

9:35–10:20 a.m. Declaring Independence
Denver Brunsman
George Washington University

10:40–11:25 a.m. The Turning Points of the Revolutionary War
Woody Holton
University of South Carolina

11:30–12:15 p.m. George Washington as a War Leader
James Kirby Martin
University of Houston

1:00–3:15 p.m. Primary source seminars with faculty

WORKSHOP
The American Revolution

LOCATION
Houston Museum of Natural Science

DATE
Wednesday October 5, 2016
8:30 a.m.–3:15 p.m.

THIS WORKSHOP WAS MADE POSSIBLE WITH SUPPORT FROM THE STATE OF TEXAS AND THE NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR THE HUMANITIES.
TEACHER PARTICIPANTS

PALMER ALDERMAN, NEEDVILLE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, GUY
NANCY ALLEN, ANGLETON HIGH SCHOOL, ANGLETON
FRANCISCO AUCES, SOUTH HOUSTON INTERMEDIATE, PASADENA
SARAH BELLARD, MIBLY HIGH SCHOOL, HOUSTON
SHERRI BOYD, MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL, HOUSTON
STEPHANIE BRAIN, LANDRUM MIDDLE SCHOOL, HOUSTON
ASHLEY BROWN, SHARPSHOTN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, MISSOURI CITY
JAMES BUNYAR, REVERE MIDDLE SCHOOL, HOUSTON
KARYN CABANA, CLEAR FALLS HIGH SCHOOL, LEAGUE CITY
JACOB CACLE, DEAN MIDDLE SCHOOL, HOUSTON
KIMBERLEY CHANDLER, HOUSTON ACADEMY FOR INTL STUDIES, HOUSTON
JOHN COLEMAN, PERSHING MIDDLE SCHOOL, HOUSTON
ANTHONY GALLOS, MEMORIAL HIGH SCHOOL, KATY
DUSTIN GARNER, FAIRVIEW JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, ALVIN
MELINDA GARRETT, STEVENSON MIDDLE SCHOOL, HOUSTON
JASMINE GARRETTE, LA MARQUE HIGH SCHOOL , GALVESTON
MARIO GARZA, ANAHUAC HIGH SCHOOL, MONT BELVIEU
MAGDALENA GUTIERREZ, LANDRUM MIDDLE SCHOOL, SPRING
SHERYL HELTON, NEEDVILLE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, DAMON
BRIDGET HOLLOWAY, SEVEN LAKES HIGH SCHOOL, KATY
ANNETTE HUGHES, MARTIN MIDDLE SCHOOL, CORPUS CHRISTI
GEORGE JACHMICYK, SOUTHWEST HIGH SCHOOL, HOUSTON
JESSICA KELM, BILLY BAINES MIDDLE SCHOOL, SUGAR LAND
ANNE LA ROSE, ANTHONY MIDDLE SCHOOL, CYPRESS
CERIE LABOCA, SUGAR CREEVE ACADEMY, HOUSTON
REBECCA LACQUETT, KATY HIGH SCHOOL, HOUSTON
MORGAN LICCKETTO, BILLY BAINES MIDDLE SCHOOL, HOUSTON
ANDI MACEO, HASTINGS HIGH SCHOOL, MISSOURI CITY
JARED MANUEL, DAVIS HIGH SCHOOL, HOUSTON
BRIANA MARTINEZ, MARTIN MIDDLE SCHOOL, CORPUS CHRISTI
LESLEY MCGRATH, ALVIN HIGH SCHOOL, ALVIN
LYNDEY MCILLIAN, ANGLETON JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, RICHWOOD
ALICIA MILLER, SHARPSHOTN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, HOUSTON
GEORGE OCHOA, SPRING BRANCH MIDDLE SCHOOL, HOUSTON
JOSE ORTEGA, DEAN MIDDLE SCHOOL, CYPRESS
LISA PARKER, FOREST BROOK MIDDLE SCHOOL, HOUSTON
PEARL PEREZ, NORTH SHORE MIDDLE SCHOOL, BAYTOWN
HOLLY PHILLIP, STELLE CLAUGHTON MIDDLE SCHOOL, SPRING
DONALD POPE, BURBANK MIDDLE SCHOOL, WEBSTER
JOSHUA RODARTE, SOUTH HOUSTON INTERMEDIATE, HOUSTON
MELISSA SANDOVAL, PERSHING MIDDLE SCHOOL, HOUSTON
AMERIT SHEEMAR, KAHLA MIDDLE SCHOOL, HOUSTON
PATTI SHIELDS, LA MARQUE MIDDLE SCHOOL, FRESNO
ILEANA SIMIEN, MOUNT CARMEL ACADEMY, HOUSTON
LORA SMITH, SHARPSHOTN INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL, TOMBALL
ZACHARY SPARKS, FAIRVIEW JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL, HOUSTON
MARY STIMSON, ALVIN HIGH SCHOOL, PEARLAND
HEATHER SWANNER, STEVENSON MIDDLE SCHOOL, FRIENDSWOOD
SHALAINA THOMAS, YOUNG WOMEN'S COLLEGE PREP ACADEMY, RICHMOND
CHRISTIE VAACLAVIK, PERSHING MIDDLE SCHOOL, HOUSTON
JULIE VANHAVERBEKE, GRADY MIDDLE SCHOOL, HOUSTON
ERIC VONBERGEN, CROSBY MIDDLE SCHOOL, LEAGUE CITY

PARTICIPANT EVALUATIONS

- Workshop was relevant and professionally useful.
- Workshop was intellectually stimulating.
- Workshop compares favorably with other professional development programs.